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Abstract Liquid phase sintering (LPS) is a process for
forming high performance, multiple-phase components
from powders. It involves sintering under conditions where
solid grains coexist with a wetting liquid. Many variants of
LPS are applied to a wide range of engineering materials.
Example applications for this technology are found in
automobile engine connecting rods and high-speed metal
cutting inserts. Scientific advances in understanding LPS
began in the 1950s. The resulting quantitative process
models are now embedded in computer simulations to
enable predictions of the sintered component dimensions,
microstructure, and properties. However, there are remain-
ing areas in need of research attention. This LPS review,
based on over 2,500 publications, outlines what happens
when mixed powders are heated to the LPS temperature,
with a focus on the densification and microstructure evolu-
tion events.
Nomenclature
A NC cos(u/2), dimensionless
ASS Solid–solid contact area, m
2 (convenient units:
lm2)
C Solid concentration in the matrix, m3/m3 or
dimensionless
CG Grain connectivity, dimensionless
CSS Contiguity, dimensionless
D Particle size, m (convenient units: lm)
D1 First eigenvalue of diameter of curvature, m
(convenient units: lm)
D2 Second eigenvalue of diameter of curvature, m
(convenient units: lm)
DS Temperature-dependent solid diffusivity
in the liquid, m2/s
F(G) Cumulative grain size distribution,
dimensionless [0,1]
F(L) Cumulative intercept size distribution,
dimensionless [0,1]
G Grain size, m (convenient units: lm)
G1 Bigger grain size, m (convenient units: lm)
G2 Smaller grain size, m (convenient units: lm)
G50 Median grain size, m (convenient units: lm)
K1 Mechanism dependent parameter for neck size
ratio, mm/s (convenient units: lmm/s)
K2 Mechanism dependent parameter for sintering
shrinkage, mm/s2 (convenient units: lmm/s2)
K3 Material constant in the densification rate
calculation, m3/s (convenient units: lm3/s)
K4 Material constant in the grain growth rate
calculation, typical units m2/s
(convenient units: lm2/s)
K5 Material constant relating grain size to pinned
microstructure, dimensionless
L Intercept size, m (convenient units: lm)
L0 Initial length, m (convenient units: mm)
LL Depth of liquid penetration, m
(convenient units: lm)
L50 Median intercept size, m (convenient units: lm)
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NC Three-dimensional grain coordination number,
dimensionless
NL Number of grains per unit line, 1/m
(convenient units: 1/lm)
NSL Number of solid–matrix intercepts per unit length
of test line, 1/m (convenient units: 1/lm)
NSS Number of solid–solid intercepts per unit length of
test line, 1/m (convenient units: 1/lm)
PG Gas pressure in the pores, Pa
P(n) Probability of finding n contacts, dimensionless
R Universal gas constant, 8.31 J/(mol K)
R1 First eigenvalue of radius of curvature, m
(convenient units: lm)
R2 Second eigenvalue of radius of curvature, m
(convenient units: lm)
S Spreading parameter, J/m2
SA The solubility of liquid forming additive in the
base, m3/m3 or kg/m3
SB The solubility of solid in the additive, m
3/m3 or
kg/m3
SR Solubility ratio, dimensionless
SSL Solid–matrix surface area per grain, m
2
(convenient units: lm2)




VL Volume fraction of liquid, dimensionless
VS Volume fraction of solid, dimensionless
X Neck diameter or diameter of the contact, m
(convenient units: lm)
c Scale parameter related to the median grain size, m
(convenient units: lm)
d Diameter of capillary tube, m
(convenient units: lm)
dP Pore size, m (convenient units: lm)
g1 Geometric constant, near 192, dimensionless
g2 Geometric constant, near 16, dimensionless
g3 Geometric constant, near 160, dimensionless
m Mechanism dependent exponent or shape
parameter, dimensionless
n Mechanism dependent exponent, dimensionless
r Radius of curvature, m (convenient units: lm)
rm Liquid meniscus radius at the pore-liquid-grain
contact, m (convenient units: lm)
t Time, s
DL Change in a dimension from the size L0, m
(convenient units: mm)
DP Pressure difference across a curved liquid surface, Pa
C Ratio of densification rates, dimensionless
X Atomic volume, m3/mol
a Angle from the grain center to the solid–liquid–
vapor contact point, rad (convenient units: degree)
b Pore density factor, dimensionless
d Distance between contacting grain centers, m
(convenient units: lm)
dL Liquid layer thickness between the grains, m
(convenient units: lm)
u Dihedral angle, rad (convenient units: degree)
cLV Liquid–vapor surface energy, J/m
2
cSL Solid–liquid surface energy, J/m
2
cSS Solid–solid grain boundary energy, J/m
2
cSV Solid–vapor surface energy, J/m
2
g Liquid or solid–liquid melt viscosity, Pa s
j Reaction rate constant, 1/s
k Mean grain separation, m (convenient units: lm)
h Contact angle, rad (convenient units: degree)
q Instantaneous density, kg/m3
(convenient units: g/cm3)
qG Green density, kg/m
3 (convenient units: g/cm3)
qS Sintered density, kg/m
3 (convenient units: g/cm3)
w Angle in capillary bonding, rad
(convenient units: degree)
Introduction
Packed particles heated near their melting temperature bond
together by sintering. As diffusion accelerates at higher
temperatures, sintering is manifested by bonding between
contacting particles. Sintering occurs over a range of tem-
peratures, but is accelerated as the particles approach their
melting range. It takes place faster as the particle size
decreases, since diffusion distances are shorter and curvature
stresses are larger. For solid-state sintering, it is appropriate
to think of sintering with respect to the melting temperature.
Snow sinters to form ice at temperatures near -15 C, while
alumina requires temperatures in excess of 1000 C.
A widely applied variant relies on forming a liquid
during the sintering cycle. Liquid phase sintering (LPS) is
applied to alloys and composites that melt over a range of
temperatures. In the typical situation, the solid grains are
soluble in the liquid. This solubility causes the liquid to wet
the solid, providing a capillary force that pulls the grains
together. At the same time, the high temperature softens the
solid, further assisting densification. High-diffusion rates
are associated with liquids, giving fast sintering or lower
sintering temperatures. Since the final product is a com-
posite with customized properties, LPS is the dominant
commercial sintering process.
Early uses of LPS involved firing ceramics with a glass
bond. At high temperatures, the glass turns into a viscous
liquid; early porcelain was a widely valued example. In
some ceramic compositions, the liquid phase is a viscous
glass, but for this treatment we refer to it as a liquid.
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Important technical advances in LPS came in the 1930s
with the development of several materials; cemented car-
bides (WC–Co), porous bronze (Cu–Sn), tungsten heavy
alloys (W–Ni–Cu), copper steels (Fe–Cu–C), and cermets
(TiC-Fe). Over the next 70 years, LPS processing spread to
a diverse range of applications—oil well drilling tips,
porcelain jacketed dental crowns, automotive valve seats,
wire drawing dies, high-temperature bearings, electrical
contacts, electronic capacitors, radiation shields, diesel
engine turbochargers, electronic insulator substrates, golf
clubs balance weights, ultrasonic transducers, electronic
solders, and grinding abrasives, as examples.
The LPS mechanistic conceptualization started with the
work of Price et al. [1]. Qualitative models emerged over the
next 20 years based on observations from a variety of systems
[2–7]. Cannon and Lenel [8] provided a qualitative concep-
tualization, while Kingery [9, 10] provided a quantitative
treatment. A decade later Eremenko et al. [11] published a
brief book on the subject and a more detailed treatment fol-
lowed in 1985 [12]. The publication rate accelerated as
applications emerged, and today articles on LPS and liquid
phase sintered products exceed 100,000 contributions.
From these efforts emerge a conceptual view of the
events taking place, as sketched in Fig. 1 for the case of two
mixed powders. The solid grains undergo solid-state sin-
tering during heating. Depending on the solid–liquid
solubility relations, different microstructure evolution
pathways are possible. The common situation is for the
liquid to wet the solid. In this case, the newly formed liquid
penetrates between the solid grains, dissolves the sinter
bonds, and induces grain rearrangement. Further, because
of solid solubility in the liquid, the liquid improves transport
rates responsible for grain coarsening and densification. The
surface energy associated with pores leads to their annihi-
lation, while there is progressive microstructure coarsening
and bonding to increase rigidity.
The LPS events are ideal for densifying hard materials
that cannot be fabricated using other manufacturing
approaches. The WC–Co system is a prime example, where
the eutectic at 1310 C enables the bonding of micrometer
size WC grains into a dense component, such as a drill or
cutting insert.
Besides mixed powders, LPS is possible using alloy
powders that partially melt to form a semisolid structure.
This approach is used to sinter tool steels. In another var-
iant, a transient liquid forms and dissolves into the solid
over time. This is how mixed copper and tin powders are
used to fabricate porous bronze bearings. Finally, there are
systems where the solid and liquid are insoluble, such as
W–Cu, so solid-skeleton sintering determines the densifi-
cation rate. However, the common form of LPS is
persistent LPS, where at the sintering temperature the solid
is soluble in the liquid. On cooling, the liquid solidifies
to produce a composite microstructure with tailored
properties.
Microstructures and microstructure development
Typical microstructures
Microstructure is a signature of the material’s processing.
The LPS microstructure is constantly evolving. After an
initial transient, the overall scale of the microstructure
increases with time, while the relations between phases
vary only by a time-dependent scaling parameter. Indeed, a
‘‘final’’ microstructure is not seen in liquid phase sintered
materials, so what is reported is a glimpse of the slowly
evolving structure. With prolonged sintering, the terminal
condition would consist of a single grain with an associated
liquid, such as illustrated in Fig. 2 for 20 vol.% liquid and a
20 contact angle. Prior to reaching this terminal condition,
the LPS microstructure is characterized by porosity, pore
size, grain size, and distributions in most features.
Fig. 1 A schematic of the microstructure changes during LPS,
starting with mixed powders and pores between the particles. During
heating the particles sinter, but when a melt forms and spreads the
solid grains rearrange. Subsequent densification is accompanied by
coarsening. For many products there is pore annihilation as diffusion
in the liquid accelerates grain shape changes that facilitates pore
removal
J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39 3
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During LPS, initial densification occurs because of the
relatively rapid transport rates at the microstructure scale;
solid interface motion is in the lm/s range [13], grain
boundary penetration by liquids is in the lm/s range [14],
and solid coarsening in the liquid is in the lm3/s range [15].
However, years are required to transform micrometer-sized
particles into millimeter-sized grains, times much longer
than used in practice. Even so, during a typical LPS cycle,
hundreds to thousands of initial particles coalesce to form
each final grain. After LPS, the microstructure consists of
the solid grains with a solidified liquid network, and
possibly residual pores. In some cases, the pores are
retained for lubrication, frangibility, or filtration attributes.
Thus, liquid phase sintered microstructures exist in several
variants, as illustrated in Fig. 3, with differences in the
amount, size, shape, and distribution of the phases.
Accordingly, substantial performance differences result,
especially in properties such as hardness, strength, and
elastic modulus. This is especially true for the WC–Co
cemented carbides [16, 17].
Each phase in the LPS microstructure is characterized
by shape and size distributions, and variations in the degree
of connection. The greatest attention is devoted to the solid
grain size. Coarsening gives a steady-state morphology that
changes length scale as time progresses, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. These two micrographs at the same magnification
show a W–Ni–Cu composition after LPS for two times.
The structures appear similar except for the difference in
magnification.
The study of LPS focuses on linking composition, pro-
cessing, and properties, with recent attention to improved
dimensional precision. The glue between these factors is in
the microstructure. A homogeneous green structure greatly
improves the LPS response [18]. The amount and place-
ment of the liquid phase have significant impact on the
sintering trajectory. Most effective is placement of the
liquid phase on the interface between the solid grains [19–
21]. As a consequence, coated powders are an ideal starting
point [22]. Further, the identification of additives that
improve wetting, accelerate diffusion, or harden the com-
position are linked to interfacial energy and phase relations
Fig. 2 An example of the terminal microstructure for LPS based on a
minimum energy configuration. This simulation is for 80 vol.% solid
(left) and 20 vol.% liquid (right) and a contact angle of 20, where the
liquid partially coats the solid crystal. The degree of coating depends
on the contact angle. Another low energy terminal configuration
consists of a liquid sphere located inside the solid sphere
Fig. 3 Three example
microstructures after LPS: a
tool steel, b cemented carbide,
and c molybdenum disilicide–
copper composite
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[23–25]. Beyond additives, research also considers pro-
cessing factors such as particle size, green density, heating
rate, peak temperature, hold duration, and cooling rate.
During heating, the mixed particle compositions interact
due to diffusion driven by the chemical composition gra-
dients between the powders. Although there is much pre-
liquid densification, still rapid densification occurs when
the liquid forms. If there is no solubility between the liquid
and solid, then densification occurs at the rate associated
with sintering the solid skeleton and the liquid is simply a
pore filling agent [26, 27]. Accordingly, understanding and
controlling the microstructure evolution is of great prac-
tical importance.
Contact angle and dihedral angle
When the liquid forms in LPS, the microstructure consists
of solid, liquid, and vapor. Liquid spreading on the solid
replaces solid–vapor interfaces with liquid–solid and
liquid–vapor interfaces. Figure 5 contrasts good and poor
wetting based on the contact angle. In the horizontal plane,
the contact angle h is associated with the balance of three
interfacial energies, cSV, cSL, and cLV as follows:
cSV ¼ cSL þ cLV cos h ð1Þ
where the subscripts S, L, and V represent solid, liquid, and
vapor, respectively. The lack of vertical balance has been
the subject of concern in understanding microgravity
microstructures [28]. Rearrangement of Eq. 1 gives the
contact angle as a function of the relative surface energies,






The contact angle is altered by factors that change sol-
ubility or surface chemistry. For example, the addition of
Mo to the TiC–Ni system decreases the contact angle from
30 to 0 [29]. Also, surface chemistry depends on the
processing atmosphere, but often this is not intentionally
controlled [30].
As shown in Fig. 6 for a constant solid–vapor surface
energy, the contact angle depends on the relative interfacial
energies. A low-contact angle induces liquid spreading
over the solid grains, providing a capillary attraction that
helps densify the system. For small grains, contact stress
can rival that seen in pressure-assisted sintering techniques,
such as hot isostatic pressing [31]. In practice, a broad
range of capillary conditions exist, since the microstructure
is composed of a range of grain sizes, grain shapes, pore
sizes, and pore shapes, each with a different capillary
condition. A wetting liquid moves to occupy the lowest
energy configuration, so it preferentially flows to the
smaller grains and pores. This gives rise to rearrangement
densification [32]. Rearrangement takes a few minutes,
Fig. 4 These two micrographs of a 88 wt.% W heavy alloy with
15.4 wt.% Ni and 6.6 wt.% Fe were taken after two different hold
times at 1500 C, a 0 min and b 30 min. The structure is well
developed by the time the sintering temperature is reached and the
structures are similar except for a longer length scale with the longer
time
Fig. 5 Contrast of wetting behavior for a liquid on a horizontal plane
showing how a low-contact angle supports wetting while a high-
contact angle resists wetting. Densification requires a low-contact
angle to ensure that the grains are pulled together
J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39 5
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since heat flow from the furnace determines the rate of melt
formation, and compacted powders are poor thermal con-
ductors [33].
A high-contact angle indicates poor wetting, so the
liquid retreats from the solid. This results in compact
swelling and liquid exuding from pores, as evident in
Fig. 7. Thus, depending on the contact angle, liquid for-
mation causes either densification or swelling. The
magnitude of the capillary effect depends on the amount of
liquid, particle size, and contact angle [31].
The solid–vapor dihedral angle is observed where a grain
boundary intersects the vapor phase, but in LPS more con-
cern is given to the intersection of the grain–grain contacts
with the liquid phase, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The assumption
is that the two solid–liquid surface energies are equal and
oppose the grain boundary energy cSS. The vertical force






Rearrangement gives the dihedral angle as a function of
the ratio of the liquid interfacial energies. If the ratio of the
solid–solid to solid–liquid surface energy is relatively high
([1.8), then the dihedral angle approaches 0 and liquid
separates contacting grains. There is no dihedral angle if
the solid is amorphous.
In some situations, the solid–solid contacts form low
energy grain boundaries, resulting in large dihedral angles.
These grain contacts rotate to give grain growth by coa-
lescence. More typically, the grain boundary energy
varies with crystallographic misorientation and chemical
Fig. 6 This plot show the relation between the three surface energies
and the contact angle during LPS, the plot is normalized by assuming
the solid–vapor surface energy is 1 J/m2
Fig. 7 A scanning electron micrograph showing the surface of a
sample where the non-wetting liquid exuded to the compact surface to
form small spheres
Fig. 8 The dihedral angle for a solid–liquid system is evident by the
grain boundary groove that forms where the boundary emerges into
the liquid. The lower portion of the figure shows the vector
equilibrium used to link surface energies to the dihedral angle
6 J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39
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segregation. Although the dihedral angle tends to be
reported as a single value, it is not single valued. Further,
because of the distribution in contact situations, disagree-
ment exists as to the presence of liquid on the grain
boundaries after sintering. What is observed in transmis-
sion electron microscopy depends on several factors, such
as impurities, grain misorientation, and cooling rate after
sintering—factors often not properly controlled.
Using Eq. 3, the dihedral angle sensitivity to changes in












The relative change in dihedral angle is proportional to
the solid–liquid surface energy change associated with
solvation of the solid into the liquid. Penetration of a grain
boundary requires the change in dihedral angle such that










Small changes in the solid–liquid surface energy are
sufficient to give liquid penetration of grain boundaries.
For example, a dihedral angle of 30 requires only a 7%
decrease in the solid–liquid surface energy to enable grain
boundary penetration. Solid dissolution into the liquid
reduces cSL to enable liquid penetration of grain
boundaries. Figure 9 captures this behavior in the Fe–Cu
system using microstructures quenched from just below
and just above the copper melting temperature, showing
preferential melt penetration along the iron grain
boundaries at velocity ranges from 0.1 to 2 lm/s.
Newly formed wetting liquid spread to fill small pores
and preferentially penetrate grain boundaries [34]. Disso-
lution reactions during spreading decrease the solid–liquid
interfacial energy below the equilibrium value [35]. This
causes a dihedral angle variation as illustrated in Fig. 10.
After liquid formation and spreading, the solid–liquid
system approaches equilibrium. With a low liquid content,
the liquid fills pockets between grains, as illustrated in
Fig. 11 [36]. However, during the liquid flow the reduction
in skeletal strength leads to component distortion [37]. In
some cases, the liquid forms lenticular islands on the grain
boundaries to give a necklace microstructure, as shown in
Fig. 12 [38–40].
Parameters such as the dihedral angle have a natural
distribution that reflects the grain boundary energy varia-
tion between different grain–grain contacts. The dihedral
angle distribution tends to stabilize eventually. It is
Fig. 9 An example of the grain boundary penetration by liquid for
the case of compacted iron and copper powders with a concentration
of 8 wt.% Cu; after heating to 1075 C is shown on the left and after
heating to 1110 C is shown on the right. When the copper melts, it
rapidly penetrates along the iron grain boundaries
Fig. 10 The wetting transient on melt formation leads to a temporary
drop in the equilibrium solid–liquid surface energy as solvation of the
solid occurs. This momentary change gives a transient decrease in the
dihedral angle that enables liquid penetration of the grain boundaries
Fig. 11 At low liquid contents, the liquid forms pockets at the triple
points where three grain boundaries meet. The shape of that liquid
pocket depends on the dihedral angle
J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39 7
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common to report typical values, such as the mean or
median. Figure 13 plots the two-dimensional (2D) distri-
bution taken from a tungsten heavy alloy [41]. Note the
value measured on 2D micrographs is about 93% of the
actual dihedral angle [42–44].
Low dihedral angles and contact angles promote den-
sification in LPS. Accordingly, solid solubility in the liquid
is critical to LPS. In a wetting situation, a high-liquid
content ensures rapid densification. However, if there is too
much liquid, then distortion occurs. Densification is also
influenced by the scale of the microstructure (measured by
the grain size) and the relative quantity of liquid phase.
Volume fraction
The liquid content in LPS usually is from 5 to 15 vol.%.
Figure 14 provides an illustration of the microstructure
changes expected as the solid to liquid varies [45]. The
grains are less spherical with more solid–solid contacts at
the higher solid contents. The conceptual lowest value is 20
vol.% solid, near the percolation limit [46, 47].
Assuming the solid is denser than the liquid, gravity
causes the solid volume fraction to increase with depth in
the body. The lowest solid contents are created using free-
settling solid grains. This is illustrated in Fig. 15 by plot-
ting the solid fraction versus depth in free-settled Fe–Cu
[48] and W–Ni [49]; the latter has a much higher solid–
liquid density difference (7.8 g/cm3) that gives more solid
grain compression with depth. The lowest solid content
measured in both systems is about 35 vol.%, corresponding
to about two contacts per grain.
In most LPS systems, the solids content exceeds
50 vol.%, so the coordination number is over six contacts
per grain. Haller [50] predicts the three-dimensional (3D)
grain coordination NC variation with solid volume fraction
VS as follows:
NC ¼ 8 lnð1  VSÞ ð6Þ
Further, the distribution of contacts in the body is not
single valued, but follows a Poisson distribution,
Fig. 12 A necklace microstructure resulting from liquid penetration
along the solid grain boundaries on first melt formation, followed by a
pinching off of the liquid film into discrete islands on the grain
boundary. This micrograph is from a Fe–7% Ti product after sintering
Fig. 13 The cumulative dihedral angle distribution as measured for a
LPS W–Cu–Ni microstructure giving a median (50% point on the
cumulative distribution) dihedral angle of 62 [41]
Fig. 14 Examples of the microstructure variation with composition
changes, where the white corresponds to copper (liquid) and the dark
corresponds to cobalt (solid) ranging from 30 to 80% cobalt [45]







where P(n) is the probability of finding n contacts when the
average is NC. In Fig. 15, the Fe–Cu system has a dihedral
angle near 40 while the W–Ni system has a dihedral angle
near 28 and both show a minimum solid content near
35 vol.% [49]. Since the solid grains compress the skeletal
structure, there also is a concomitant increase in grain size
with depth [51]. Thus, in low solid content systems, the
microstructure varies with position, and by implication the
properties are not uniform within the component.
In persistent LPS, the solid and liquid contents converge
to constant values while the pores are annihilated, giving
densification, but this is not always the case. In some LPS
systems, the sintered density peaks and then decreases as
evaporation or reaction occurs [52]. A key indication of an
unstable situation is a progressive mass loss. On the other
hand, time-dependent volume fraction changes occur in
reactive systems; often these prove difficult to control.
In LPS systems characterized by multiple solid phases,
the grains often exhibit core-rim gradients [53]. This is
because the two solids have differing solubility–tempera-
ture relations that result in preferential dissolution of one
solid during heating. Subsequent solvation of the second
solid at a higher temperature reduces the solubility of the
first solid in the liquid. Accordingly, the stepwise solvation
and precipitation events influence grain growth and
densification. As a consequence, grain growth inhibitors
exhibit temperature ranges where they are most effective
[54]. From a practical standpoint, control of these events
allows manipulation of the sintered microstructure for
property optimization [55–57].
Porosity, pore size, and pore location
Pores are initially present as interparticle voids, but might
also arise from inhomogeneous particle packing (for
example large liquid forming particles in a matrix of small
solid particles), or volatile phases (such as polymers) in the
green body. In sintered bronze bearings, the creation of
pores for oil storage is achieved by intentional selection of
the tin and copper particles sizes.
In most situations, it is assumed the pores are smaller
than the grains, as evident in Fig. 16. Pores collect between
the grains and are wetted by the liquid. Capillarity drives
the liquid to preferentially fill smaller pores [58]. As the
smaller pores fill, the mean pore size increases while the
porosity and number of pores decrease. Further, because of
pore buoyancy, there is progressive migration of the pores
to the top of the component. Beere [59] describes the
idealized microstructure based on surface energies; but
inhomogeneities cause nonuniform liquid formation and
spreading in the component [60].
Large melt-forming particles generate pores when they
form a liquid [61]. Figure 17 is a micrograph that shows a
rounded pore left behind by outward liquid flow. In cases
where the melt-forming particles are large and the compact
has a low porosity, this spreading leads to swelling, but
densification still occurs at longer times [62].
Pores larger than the grain size prove difficult to elim-
inate. Compact swelling due to pore formation at prior
particle sites is observed if the liquid forming particles
Fig. 15 Plots of the solid volume fraction versus height from the top
surface for dilute LPS systems of Fe–Cu [48] and W–Ni [49]. These
results show grain packing over the relative height of the compact
gives self-compression to the denser solid phase. Starting near 35
vol.% solid, the degree of compression depends on the solid–liquid
density difference (7.8 g/cm3 in W–Ni versus 0.8 g/cm3 in Fe–Cu)
Fig. 16 A quenched microstructure taken during LPS, showing the
pore placement at the solid–liquid interface during densification
J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39 9
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have substantial solubility in the solid during heating [63,
64]. Swelling is reduced by use of small melt-forming
particles, sized to be similar to the interparticle voids.
Coated powders work best since they avoid pore formation
[21, 22, 65–67]. Unfortunately, pore coarsening works
against densification, especially in cases where a gas exists
in the pores [68–70], since the pores will coarsen and
enlarge.
Large pores can be filled over time by meniscus growth
if there is no trapped gas in the pores [71, 72]. These large
pores are stable up to a critical size. Grain growth even-
tually induces pore filling when the ratio of the grain size G









where u is the dihedral angle. Since grain size increases
with sintering time, liquid filling of larger pores takes
considerable time. Figure 18 is a micrograph of a refilled
pore that now appears as a liquid lake in the sintered
microstructure.
Trapped gas in the pores acts to inhibit final densifica-
tion [73]. Gas filled pores are spherical, since they balance





In some cases, the collapse of gas-filled pores requires
an external pressure, such as by hot isostatic pressing [74].
Pore growth occurs in LPS, in part due to annihilation of
the smaller pores, but also due to vapor production during
sintering. In the extreme, enormous pores or blisters form
as the gas accumulates inside the component to form a
single large pore.
Initially the pores are irregular in shape. Later they form
a rounded network of connected pores. At roughly 8%
porosity, the pores close and spheroidize [75]. Unfortu-
nately, several LPS systems exhibit delayed pore
generation where a high-temperature reaction produces an
insoluble gas [70, 73]. An example is shown in Fig. 19 for
mullite sintering with an oxide liquid phase [76]. The peak
density corresponds to elimination of the open pores at
1300 C, followed by swelling of the gas-filled closed
pores at higher temperatures.
Grain shape
Grain shape depends on the volume fraction of solid,
dihedral angle, and surface energy anisotropy. Contacts
between neighboring grains cause the grains to flatten. The
effect is most pronounced at low liquid contents. Beere
[59] solved for the equilibrium grain shape under various
assumed conditions. As the dihedral angle increases over
30, a proportionate increase in liquid content is required to
sustain a connected liquid along the grain edges. For a
dihedral angle over 60, the liquid forms isolated pockets at
the triple points between grains [34, 59, 77, 78], as given in
Fig. 20. In a complimentary view, Fig. 21 shows the solid
and liquid phases when the other phase is dissolved.
At high-solid contents, the grains take on a shape that
helps eliminate pores [51]. For isotropic solid–liquid sur-
face energy and liquid contents over about 30 vol.%, the
grains are spherical except for the contact faces. At lower
Fig. 17 Pore formation due to additive melting and flow into the
neighboring capillaries. This micrograph of Cu–10% Sn shows dark
pores where the tin grains were prior to melting, surrounded by
molten tin, with a reaction layer at the copper interface (photograph
courtesy of Tim Smith)
Fig. 18 A liquid lake resulting from the delayed refilling of a large
pore during LPS for a 90 W–7%Ni–3%Fe composition after sintering
at 1470 C for 30 min. Grain growth led to a condition that enabled
liquid flow into the pore
10 J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39
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liquid contents, the grains are prismatic and the liquid
conforms to the spaces between the grains. With lower
liquid levels, there is insufficient liquid to fill all pores, so
densification requires the grains to undergo shape accom-
modation. Because of coarsening, the particle shape prior
to LPS has no significant effect on the sintered grain shape.
The liquid shape and grain shape are related. Wray [77]
isolated the six structures shown in Fig. 22, assuming
isotropic surface energies and no porosity. These corre-
spond to the six regions on the dihedral angle–volume
fraction liquid map in that figure. A dihedral angle below
70.53 gives a concave liquid. The liquid forms discrete
pockets for low liquid contents and large dihedral angles,
independent of grain size. Calculations for grain shape
have been extended to gradient compositions [79].
As part of pore elimination, the grains undergo both size
and shape changes by solid dissolution into the liquid,
Fig. 19 Data on the sintered density versus sintering temperature for
a mullite LPS with a zirconia–alumina additive [75]. The composition
reaches the highest sintered density when the open pores disappear at
about 1300 C, but swells at higher temperatures due to expansion of
trapped gas in the closed pores
Fig. 20 As full density is reached during LPS, the solid grains form
flat faces for the contact zones, yet retain a rounded overall shape. The
liquid phase stretches along the edges of this rounded polyhedron
Fig. 21 Scanning electron micrographs of the constituent parts to the
LPS microstructure, a the solid grains after dissolution of the liquid,
and b the liquid network after dissolution of the solid (a and b are not
taken from the same material)
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diffusion of that dissolved solid through the liquid, fol-
lowed by reprecipitation of dissolved solid onto lower
energy solid surfaces. This process is called solution-rep-
recipitation. This process allows the larger grains to grow
at the expense of the smaller grains. Accordingly, the
dissolving small grains are spherical [80], while the
growing large grains are flat faced [81]. Warren [82]
determined how grain shape varied due to anisotropic
solid–liquid surface energy. Figure 23 plots his calculated
grain shape as a function of the relative surface energy. The
grain shape changes to a flat-faced structure with a rela-
tively small change in orientation-dependent surface
energy. Faceting indicates low energy crystallographic
orientations are favored, as evident in the LPS WC–Co
structure. The micrograph in Fig. 3b is from a random
cross section, so a variety of grain sections result. Chemical
additives segregated to the interface provide one means to
adjust either grain size or shape in the sintered product
[83].
Grain size distribution
Grain size in LPS materials is usually reported as the mean
intercept length. Other measures include the number of
grains per unit area or the diameter of a grain with
equivalent projected area. Models for the LPS grain size
distribution predict the 3D sizes while most experimental
data give the 2D random intercepts. Two transformations
are required to go from the 2D random intercepts to true
grain sizes; the first transforms the intercepts into equiva-
lent circles, and the second transforms the circles into
equivalent spheres. Due to the randomness of the section
plane with the grain, few grains are sliced at their largest
diameter. Even for the case of monosized spheres, the 2D
grain size is smaller than the actual size. Accordingly, as
outlined in Table 1, attempts to isolate a grain growth
mechanism from random intercepts are flawed. Further,
most models assume isolated spheres while the actual
microstructures consist of connected nonspherical grains
[84]. Grain agglomeration is inherent to LPS, even in dilute
systems [85]. Accordingly, coalescence must be included
in the grain size distribution models [86]. Another problem
relates to the assumed diffusion field around each grain
[87]. Observations show each grain exhibits a growth or
shrinkage trajectory that depends on its local environment,
not on the mean field [88].
In spite of these several difficulties, LPS grain size
converges to a self-similar distribution, independent of the
starting particle size distribution [89]. A two-way mathe-
matical technique allows extraction of the 3D grain size
distribution [90]. When the median 2D intercept is known,
the cumulative distribution is given by a Raleigh distribu-
tion [91]:
Fig. 22 Liquid shape and connectivity changes (for the condition of
no pores) as a function of the liquid content and dihedral angle. The
configuration is dictated by the liquid content and dihedral angle [77].
The upper drawings correspond to the liquid shape at a grain junction
for the six regions marked on the lower plot
Fig. 23 Grain shape variation with surface energy anisotropy [82].
These two-dimensional drawings illustrated how the grain shape
depends on the interfacial energy of the right-facing face as a ratio to
the mean interfacial energy, which determines the sharpness of the
corner radius r with respect to the a flat face separation distance a
Table 1 Comparison of model assumptions and actual LPS micro-
structures for grain size distribution
Parameter Assumption Reality in LPS
Grain shape Spherical Rounded or prismatic
Grain contact Isolated Highly connected
Grain separation Uniform Distributed
Coalescence Ignored Fairly common
Size measured Grain diameter Random intercept
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where L50 is the median intercept size. The mean is 1.06
times the median while the mode is 0.85 times the median.
The intercept size at 99% on the cumulative distribution is
about 2.6 times the median. On the other hand, Ostwald
ripening models predict a narrower distribution. Cumula-
tive grain intercept distributions are shown in Fig. 24 for
several LPS materials, where the largest grains are nearly
threefold larger than the median.
In three-dimensions, the cumulative grain size distribu-
tion is given by a similar function [92];




where G is the true grain size, c is a scale parameter related
to the median grain size, and m is a shape parameter. The
median of this distribution, G50, is given as follows:
G50 ¼ cðln 2Þ1=m ð12Þ
The cumulative 3D distribution gives a form similar to
Eq. 10,







where G/G50 is the grain size normalized to the median
size. Since the median of the normalized grain size distri-
bution is unity, selecting the shape parameter m determines
the scale parameter c. For the 2D intercept distribution, the
shape parameter m = 2 and Eq. 13 reduces to Eq. 10.
Experimentally, the shape parameter for the 3D distribution
is 2.76. Intuitively a value of m = 3 might be expected, but
coalescence acts to broaden the distribution.
Grain separation, population, and surface area
The grain separation is important to mechanical behavior,
since often the matrix phase resists crack propagation. The
grain separation depends on grain size, liquid content, and
dihedral angle [23, 82, 93]. The average grain separation k





where VL is the volume fraction of liquid and NL is the
number of grains per unit line length. Some reports ignore
solid–solid grain contacts (a zero grain separation) in
calculating the mean, so they are skewed to higher values.
Since the grain separation only depends on the number of
grains per unit measurement length, it should include the
zero separation instances. The mean grain intercept size L
(proportional to the true 3D grain size) is related to the




Thus, when measured versus sintering time, the grain
separation scales with the grain size. Usually, grain size
increases with the cube-root of sintering time, so the grain
separation increases with the cube-root of LPS time.
Similarly, the number of grains decreases over time.
The number density of grains (grains per unit volume)
times the grain volume gives the solid content per unit
volume. If the solid volume remains constant, then as the
grain size increases the number density of grains must
decrease. For most LPS materials, the grain size increases
with the cube-root of time, so the number of grains per
unit volume declines with inverse time [12]. The solid–
liquid interface area per unit volume is inversely pro-
portion to the grain size. Grain coarsening causes the
grain-liquid interface area to decrease with the inverse
cube-root of time.
Neck size and shape
Contacts grow between grains and eventually reach a stable
size determined by the neck diameter X and dihedral angle
u as follows:




where G is the grain size, as drawn in Fig. 25. Because
there is a distribution to the grain contact orientations and
grain boundary energies, LPS microstructures exhibit a
distribution in contact sizes. Further, the contact shape is
often not a circle. Simultaneous measurements of the neck
size and grain size in two dimensions leads to an estimate
Fig. 24 Cumulative grain size distributions based on two-dimen-
sional intercepts for several LPS materials showing the self-similar
character of the distributions when normalized to the median size as
described by an exponential function [90]
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of the dihedral angle. Figure 13 plots the dihedral angle
distribution taken this way in a W–Ni–Cu composition
[41].
Similar to the neck size, the distance between contacting
grain centers d depends on the grain size G and dihedral
angle u as follows:




Assuming a circular contact gives the solid–solid




The contact between grains is not always circular, as
seen in Fig. 26. There are instances where very different
contact shapes are evident, including half-moon and
doughnut shapes.
Many solid–solid contacts involve grains of differing
sizes. In such cases the grain boundary is curved and favors
grain coalescence, with the large grains absorbing the small
grains, often evident as elongated grains in the micro-
structure. Makarova et al. [95] suggests coalescence is
favored at shorter sintering times, but in some systems
there is evidence of coalescence even after long sintering
times, as illustrated in Fig. 27.
Since the terminal neck size depends on the grain size,
X/G remains constant. Thus, late-stage LPS exhibits neck
growth proportional to grain growth. Typically the mean
grain size increase with the cube-root of time, so the neck
size shows a similar dependence (X * t1/3), which is the
same as seen for early stage neck growth [96].
Grain coordination, contiguity, and connectivity
The grain coordination is the number of touching grains it
has in three dimensions. At the lower typical solids content
of 50 vol.% solid, the coordination number ranges from 3
to 6, and it reaches a high range of 12–14 at full density
with no liquid. For low dihedral angles, there are approx-
imately 8–12 contacts per grain at 75% solid. Alternatively,
for a high dihedral angle, there will be 4–6 contacts per
grain at 75% solid. In the absence of pores, the 3D coor-
dination number NC relates to the solid volume fraction VS
and the dihedral angle u by an empirical relation;
VS ¼ 0:83 þ 0:81NC  0:056N2C þ 0:0018N3C  0:36A
þ 0:008A2
ð19Þ
where A = NC cos(u/2).
Fig. 25 Two spherical grains of diameter G with a bond of diameter
X. This combination gives a neck size ratio of X/G that is set by the
dihedral angle. Once this neck size ratio is achieved, neck growth
occurs only by grain growth
Fig. 26 This fracture surface shows a rounded but not circular neck.
The neck size and shape are varied throughout a LPS material. Note
also the discrete islands of former liquid phase located on the grain
boundaries between the grains
Fig. 27 A W–5%Ni microstructure sintered at 1550 C for 180 min
to induce a high degree of grain coalescence as evident by grain
fusion without a grain boundary at several points in this
microstructure
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Three-dimensional grain coordination is hard to mea-
sure, so the convention is to use 2D measures such as
contiguity or connectivity. Contiguity CSS is the relative
solid–solid interface area in the microstructure. It is defined
by the solid–solid contact surface area as a fraction of the
total microstructure interfacial area,
CSS ¼ SSS
SSS þ SSL ð20Þ
where the solid–solid surface area per grain is SSS and the
solid–matrix surface area per grain is SSL. Usually
contiguity is measured in two dimensions by quantitative
microscopy based on the number of intercepts per unit
length of test line N,
CSS ¼ 2NSS
2NSS þ NSL ð21Þ
The subscript SS denotes the solid–solid intercepts and
SL denotes the solid–matrix (solidified liquid) intercepts.
The factor 2 is necessary since the solid–solid grain
boundaries are only counted once by this technique, but are
shared by two grains.
Contiguity initially varies in LPS due to liquid pene-
tration of the grain boundary followed by subsequent neck
growth between contacting grains. After a few minutes, it
tends to stabilize at a value that depends on the solid vol-
ume fraction and dihedral angle, independent of the grain
size. For monosized spherical grains, Fig. 28 plots the
relation between these factors and includes data from three
carbide systems for comparison [39]. The VC–Co system
has a low dihedral angle, so it has a lower contiguity trace.
In the absence of pores, a parametric relation between
contiguity CSS, volume fraction of solid VS, and dihedral
angle u is given as follows:
CSS ¼ V2S ½0:43 sinðuÞ þ 0:35 sin2ðuÞ ð22Þ
This relation is less accurate at high-solid contents since
it does not include a grain shape effect. Figure 29 plots the
contiguity variation with dihedral angle for a solid volume
fraction of 0.8 with the effect from a typical grain size
distribution. For nonspherical grains, the grain contacts are
variable in size and shape, but contiguity exhibits a similar
variation with solid content [17, 97].
Connectivity is a related parameter based on the average
number of grain–grain connections per grain as observed
on a random 2D cross-section. It is effective in explaining
the resistance to distortion during LPS [98]. Grain con-
nectivity CG depends on the 3D grain coordination number








For example, a typical 3D grain coordination number is
6 for a solid content near 60 vol.% with a dihedral angle of
60, giving two contacts per grain in 2D, in agreement with
experiment.
Early in LPS the bonds between solid grains grow so
contiguity increases over time. Any change in interfacial
energies changes the dihedral angle and contiguity [39];
thus, contiguity drops on first melt formation, with a
Fig. 28 Contiguity versus solid volume fraction for dihedral angles
ranging from 15 to 75. In this case, the two contacting grains (G1
and G2) are assumed to be the same size. For comparison, the
experimental results for three carbide systems are included
Fig. 29 Contiguity variation with dihedral angle at 0.8 volume
fraction solid, with two curves shown corresponding to monosized
grains and random contacts for a distributed grain size
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subsequent time-dependent behavior, as illustrated in
Fig. 30 [38].
The formation of solid–solid necks leads to generation
of a rigid solid skeleton. At a low solid fraction, grain
settling induces contacts, but Brownian motion also indu-
ces contacts [85, 95]. Percolation refers to the formation of
a continuous chain of solid–solid bonds in the micro-
structure. At the percolation limit, the grain connectivity is
1.5, while sufficient rigidity to resist distortion during LPS
occurs near three contacts per grain [97].
Composite relations
Microstructure studies describe the amount of each phase,
its distribution, and its composition. This requires
descriptors of size (grain size, pore size, surface area, and
grain separation), shape (grain shape, pore shape, and
liquid shape), and relations between the phases (contiguity,
coordination number, and grain orientation). In turn,
microstructure governs properties.
Liquid phase sintering is a normalization process.
Although the starting point in LPS depends on the green
body porosity, particle size, and homogeneity, still the
microstructure converges to a common evolution pathway.
During LPS, porosity is usually decreasing, but since
smaller pores are annihilated first the mean pore size
increases while the grain size is increasing. Further, the
dihedral angle and contiguity vary dramatically when the
liquid first forms. After the transients, the microstructure
takes on a self-similar aspect that largely varies with grain
size. Thus, microstructures from many different materials
look similar in spite of chemical differences. Examples
from semisolid processing and geological materials exhibit
these same characteristics [100, 101]. The features from a
few LPS microstructures are compared in Table 2 to
illustrate typical combinations.
Interfacial energies control much of the microstructure
evolution during LPS. The interfacial energies change
when the first liquid forms and are sensitive to segregation
and temperature. Further, interfacial energies change due to
reactions, diffusion, or solvation. Anisotropic surface
energies change with minor chemical changes [102]. Thus,
LPS microstructure parameters are distributed, time-
dependent, temperature-dependent, impurity-dependent,
and even change with location in the sintered body, facts
that are often forgotten. Although initial microstructure
transients have been emphasized here, cooling also changes
the microstructure. Care is needed to properly freeze
the microstructure from the sintering temperature since
temperature-dependent solubility changes alter the micro-
structure during slow cooling. For this reason, reports on
the LPS microstructure are only valid with respect to the
‘‘sintered’’ condition and are not relevant to the conditions
existing during ‘‘sintering.’’ This is seen in disagreements
on the grain boundary condition, such as for WC–Co [103].
Slow cooling induces segregation and precipitation, so
Fig. 30 The solid contiguity versus sintering time for a W–8Ni
compact sintered at 1550 C, showing how time-dependent surface
energy changes are evident during initial LPS [38]
Table 2 Example mean microstructure parameters measured after LPS
System (wt.%) W–8Mo–7Ni–3Fe WC–8Co Fe–50Cu W–7Ni Mo–46Cu
Sintering 1480 C, 2 h 1400 C, 1 h 1200 C, 1 h 1540 C, 1 h 1400 C, 1 h
Liquid (vol.%) 14 12 40 30 50
Porosity (vol.%) 0.4 0 10 2 12
Grain size (lm) 17 3 38 35 10
Dihedral angle () 15 – 22 27 100
Contiguity 0.52 0.39 – – –
Connectivity – – 0.9 0.2 3.2
Reference 56 17 97 97 97
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experiments can be constructed to show either grain
boundaries free of Co or grain boundaries with a Co seg-
regated layer.
Preliquid stage
The evolution of the LPS microstructure takes place in
several steps, starting from the consolidated powders and
finishing with the cooling cycle. Here we take up the key
steps associated with heating to the sintering temperature,
initial liquid formation, and then the progressive coarsen-
ing and densification stages.
Microstructure evolution prior to liquid formation is
equivalent to solid-state sintering of mixed powders. Fac-
tors favorable for densification in heating prior to liquid
formation are also favorable for densification during LPS.
Despite the prevalence of practical systems based on mixed
powder sintering, only a few quantitative models predict
densification and microstructure changes [104–106]. The
parameters that influence densification include particle size
and green density as found in solid-state sintering. How-
ever, added complications include temperature-dependent
diffusivity and solubility characteristics, as well as con-
centration and spatial distribution effects associated with
the powders. Savitskii [107] points out the important
chemical gradients associated with mixed powders to show
how they can dominate early sintering.
Microstructure evolution during heating is often ignored
in LPS, since only a few applications exist for systems
sintered to the pre-liquid state. None-the-less, this stage is
important in understanding subsequent densification.
Chemical interactions
Mixed powders with different compositions represent a
nonequilibrium condition. This microstructure continues to
be out of equilibrium during the preliquid stage of sinter-
ing. Even so, equilibrium thermodynamics provides a good
indicator of the sintering behavior, with solubility being a
dominant factor. In the simplest case, the binary phase
diagram provides a first estimate of the potential for den-
sification of the mixed phases. Figure 31 is an idealized
example of the solubility relations most typical to persis-
tent LPS.
Systems such as W–Cu with low mutual solubility
(typically \10-3 at.%) are termed noninteracting. In such
systems, particle size is a dominant factor with respect to
densification. Chemical gradients play an important role in
systems where the solubility exceeds about 0.1 at.%. On
the other hand, systems with high solubility ([5 at.%) of
solid in the additive phase, but little reverse solubility, are
ideal for LPS. This is the most common situation, since
substantial densification occurs, often prior to liquid for-
mation, such as in the WC–Co system. On the other hand, a
high solubility of the liquid forming additive in the solid
leads to swelling during heating, and without LPS the
resulting product is friable, as is the case for Cu–Sn.
Physical interactions
In LPS, particle size is important because it determines the
curvatures, contact stress, and capillarity, thereby easing
densification. Prior to liquid formation, the two particle
sintering model gives the neck size to particle size ratio















where t is the sintering time and the constants m and n are
mechanism dependent exponents, with m = 4 and n = 6
for grain boundary diffusion. An increase in particle size
reduces the solid-state sintering shrinkage. This model,
while strictly not applicable to mixed phase sintering,
provides a first sense of the particle size role in sintering
prior to liquid formation.
A high green density results in a higher-sintered density,
but in mixed powder systems the behavior depends on the
solubility. Solubility between the two powders determines
Fig. 31 A schematic guide to the behavior expected during initial
compact heating based on the relative solubility of the two phases.
Densification is associated with the solid being soluble in the liquid
with a low reverse solubility, which is the liquid is not soluble in the
solid
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the tendency toward swelling. Porosity change models
generally are linear with composition, solubility, and initial
porosity [107]:
e ¼ e0 þ fCð1  e0Þ ð26Þ
e ¼ e0 þ CCL ð1  e0Þð1  C  CLÞ ð27Þ
where C is the volume fraction of the liquid forming phase,
CL is the volume fraction of solid dissolved in that additive,
f is the volume fraction of the additive reacting with the
solid at any time, e is the porosity after the dilution event,
and e0 is the initial porosity. In systems where the solid is
soluble in the additive, then extensive swelling occurs
during heating.
Often small particles prove difficult to handle in auto-
mated compaction equipment, so it is common to
agglomerate the particles into clusters prior to compaction.
However, if there is a bimodal pore size after compaction
(small pores in the agglomerates and large pores between
the agglomerates), then these treatments work against
sintering densification. Depending on the packing charac-
teristics, differential shrinkage between the agglomerates
and inside the agglomerates leads to defects [109]. Once
the liquid forms, LPS tends to homogenize the micro-
structure, eventually removing the inhomogeneities.
Microstructure changes
Microstructure changes such as densification, grain bond-
ing, and grain growth occur before the liquid forms.
Initially grain growth is restrained by pore drag, so grain
growth accelerates as full density is reached. During liquid
formation the grain size goes through a rapid change. In
turn, a larger grain size leads to longer diffusion distances
and a reduced rate of densification. Figure 32 plots quen-
ched grain size during heating to show a slight regression
on liquid formation with fast grain growth kinetics after
liquid formation. The generalized relation between densi-
fication rate dq/dt, fractional density q, grain size G, and











Gnð1  qÞl ð29Þ
where the exponents k, l, and m depend on the densification
and grain growth mechanisms, and K3 and K4 are material
constants.
Depending on the grain size and solubility, near full
densification is possible before liquid formation, while in
the absence of solid solubility in the liquid, both
densification and grain growth are retarded. During the
heating stage, the grain size is pinned by the microstructure
as follows:
Gmax ¼ K5 ddq
Vmd
ð30Þ
where Gmax is the maximum grain size, Vd and dd are the
volume fraction and size of the additive phase, K5 is a
material constant, and q is a measure of the pinning
effectiveness with values typically between 1 and 2. Thus,
in LPS the small particles provide a steep diffusion gra-
dient that promotes densification prior to liquid formation.
Homogeneous green bodies promote densification and
microstructure control.
Incipient liquid formation
Phase diagrams help explain the interactions observed in
LPS. Wetting has a significant effect and traces to solu-
bility relations evident in the phase diagram. Wetting
systems have solid solubility in the liquid that induces
liquid spreading to fill pores. The spreading parameter S is
given as:
S ¼ cSV  ðcSL þ cLVÞ ð31Þ
where the right side is composed of surface energies for the
three interfaces. Liquid completely wets the solid for S [ 0
and partially wets when S \ 0. It is convenient to classify
Fig. 32 A plot of grain size versus cycle time obtained from
quenched samples taken during heating W–5Ni–2Fe to 1500 C at
10 C/min (150 min). At 150 min or 1500 C, time is extended while
the temperature remains constant. Solid-state grain growth is slow and
the grain size undergoes a small decrease on liquid formation,
followed by rapid grain growth once the liquid exists
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LPS systems as noninteracting or interacting based on how
solubility determines initial densification.
Noninteracting systems
Systems such as W–Cu and Al2O3–Ni have low mutual
solubility, so there is little sintering due to chemical gra-
dients prior to liquid formation. A low-contact angle gives
grain rearrangement and densification due to the capillary
force exerted by the wetting liquid. Densification occurs
within seconds after liquid formation [32, 33]. The capil-
lary force arises from the liquid–vapor surface tension as
shown in Fig. 33. For two spheres, the pressure difference
DP across the curved liquid surface with radii of curvature








The force between the two spheres is the sum of capil-
lary force and surface tension contribution,





















X ¼ D cosðw þ hÞ ð34Þ
2r ¼ D 1  sinðw þ hÞð Þ þ d
sinðw þ hÞ ; ð35Þ
where r and X/2 are the principal radii of curvature, D is the
particle diameter, d is the interparticle distance, and h and
w are angles depicted in Fig. 33. For a wetting liquid, the
capillary force pulls the grains together and is especially
important for smaller grains. If large additive particles
generate the liquid phase, they will leave behind large
pores that are difficult to remove. These pores eventually
fill as the microstructure coarsens, but are easier to avoid
by proper sizing of the initial particles. For a nonwetting
liquid, the compact swells, as in the case with the Al2O3–
Ni system.
Densification by grain rearrangement depends on the
liquid content and the particle characteristics. More liquid
means less grain shape accommodation is required to reach
full density. Usually about 30 vol.% liquid is sufficient to
give complete densification by rearrangement. Otherwise,
grain shape accommodation and solid-state sintering are
required for complete densification.
Nonspherical particles provide an additional inducement
to rearrangement, since a wetting liquid generates a rear-
rangement torque to bring flat surface into contact [111].
This torque increases with the relative liquid content,
resulting in more rearrangement as the particle shape
departs from spherical. Note spherical and irregular parti-
cles have different sensitivities to the liquid quantity;
irregular particles undergo less rearrangement at low liquid
contents [112].
Interacting systems
Interacting systems have solubility relations that create
intense diffusion fluxes during the early portion of LPS.




where SB is the solubility of the solid in the additive and SA
is the solubility of the liquid forming additive in the base,
both measured at the sintering temperature. Additives with
a high solubility in the solid base (SR \ 1) leave behind a
pore. Prior to liquid formation, the porosity variation with
additive concentration follows Eqs. 26 and 27.
A persistent liquid phase is most common, where there
the amount of liquid exceeds its solubility in the solid. A
wetting liquid penetrates grain boundaries to give densifi-
cation by rearrangement, solution-reprecipitation, and
solid-state sintering. A high-solubility ratio is ideal for
LPS. In many instances, the mixed powders form a eutectic
liquid that corresponds to a high-solubility ratio. In many
cases, near full densification occurs with a small quantity
of liquid. This is evident in Fig. 34, where liquid formation
induces considerable microstructure change. These micro-
graphs were taken just prior to and just after liquid
formation. Note the material is almost dense prior to liquid
formation, but substantial change occurs when the liquid
forms.
Similar behavior is seen in liquid metal embrittlement
[113], reactive wetting [114], and diffusion induced grain
boundary migration [115]. In LPS, liquid penetration of
grain boundaries occurs because the initial melt is under-
saturated with solid. The rapid dissolution of solid into the
newly formed liquid dissolves the interface to momentarily
Fig. 33 A schematic of two spheres of size D1 and D2 with a
connecting liquid bridge. This geometry is used to calculate the
capillary force responsible for rearrangement during LPS
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lower the surface energy. For example, in the W–Ni–Fe
system, the solubility of tungsten in the additive phase
increases by about 16 at.% when the liquid forms. As a
consequence, the newly formed liquid is chemically
aggressive and penetrates the solid–solid interfaces,
reducing the dihedral angle below the equilibrium value.
The penetration rate depends on the reactivity of the liquid,
its viscosity, and the contact angle. To model these events,
Pejovnik et al. [116] used flow through a capillary tube of
diameter dP to represent liquid penetration, where the depth





where t is the time, g is the viscosity, h is the contact angle.
For an interacting system, Fredrickson et al. [117] gives












where DS is the diffusion coefficient of the solid in the
liquid, X is the molar volume of the liquid, XL is the mole
fraction of solid in the liquid, XL,S is the mole fraction of
the solid in the liquid at equilibrium, XS,L is the mole
fraction of the solid in equilibrium with the liquid,
respectively, g is the liquid viscosity, R is the gas constant,
T is the absolute temperature, cSS is the solid–solid grain
boundary energy, and t is the time. Factors that change the
surface energies, such as impurities, alloying, or cold
working, directly impact penetration rates.
Liquid penetration of the grain boundaries causes grain
separation and a swelling on liquid formation as the dihe-
dral angle changes. This is documented in the Fe–Cu
system, where carbon additions increase the dihedral angle,
leading to less swelling, as shown in Fig. 35. In this case,
the iron particles were large so the swelling event far offset
any sintering shrinkage. Had the experiment been per-
formed with a micrometer-sized iron powder, then
substantial densification would have followed the swelling
event.
After liquid formation, a cascade of rearrangement and
solution-reprecipitation events densify the compact. Rear-
rangement forces the solid grains pack to a higher
coordination. Continued densification comes from solu-
tion-reprecipitation and solid skeleton sintering that work
to eliminate residual pores while the solid grains change
size and shape.
Fig. 34 Scanning electron micrograph of a mixed tungsten–nickel–
copper powder compact a heated to just prior to liquid formation,
showing near full densification during the heating process, and b just
after liquid formation, showing a dramatic grain shape change
Fig. 35 Swelling in Fe–10Cu after LPS with different carbon
contents. The reduced swelling is because carbon decreases the
penetration of iron grain boundaries by newly formed liquid copper
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Solution-reprecipitation
Neighboring grains bond together after the first melt
spreads between the solid grains [118]. A solid skeletal
microstructure slows densification, since the system
strengthens with neck growth. If there is insufficient liquid
to fill all pores, then continued densification relies on solid
diffusion through the liquid. If the solid is not soluble in the
liquid, then densification occurs by the relatively slower
solid-state skeletal densification [27, 119]. However,
solution-reprecipitation is dominant when the solid is sol-
uble in the liquid. It occurs in three steps:
(1) solid dissolution into the liquid, preferentially from
higher energy regions, including asperities, convex
points in the microstructure, areas under compression,
and small grains,
(2) diffusion of the dissolved solid in the liquid, and
(3) precipitation of the dissolved solid onto concave
regions or larger grains in areas not under
compression.
Figure 36 is a microstructure with pores isolated in the
liquid, typical to solution-reprecipitation controlled densi-
fication. Pore elimination and microstructure coarsening
are key features of solution-reprecipitation controlled
densification. Both depend on the same diffusion steps, as
do grain shape changes and the growth of intergrain bonds.
For example, Fig. 37 plots data taken during LPS of Fe–
20Cu at 1150 C [120]. Solution-reprecipitation produces
simultaneous changes in density, grain size, grain shape,
and neck growth.
In most cases, the controlling solution-reprecipitation
step is diffusion through the liquid, although interfacial
reaction control is observed in some systems. Rounded
grains are characteristic of diffusion control. A curved
surface has a high density of atomic scale surface ledges
that provide surface dissolution and precipitation sites. Flat-
faced, prismatic grains indicate reaction control. The low
population of defects on planar crystallographic faces slows
the solution-reprecipitation rate. Most LPS microstructures
evidence rounded grains, indicative of densification by
diffusion-controlled solution-reprecipitation.
Grain shape accommodation
Conceptual models of solution-reprecipitation are shown in
Fig. 38. Grain shape accommodation via solution-repre-
cipitation improves grain packing, releasing liquid to fill
pores. Grain shape accommodation is favorable because
the overall interfacial energy is reduced. The vapor inter-
face energy reduction is greater than the penalty from an
extended solid–liquid interface [121, 122].
For an isotropic surface energy, the excess energy
associated with a nonspherical grain shape is termed the
sphering force [123]. At full density, a low liquid content
causes more grain shape accommodation, giving a larger
sphering force. A dense compact with shape accommoda-
tion is not at the lowest energy condition. This is
demonstrated by immersing a full density compact with
grain shape accommodation into a liquid reservoir. Addi-
tional liquid wicks into the compact, allowing the solid–
liquid interface to relax toward a lower energy spherical
grain shape.
Densification
Usually pores remain in the compact after rearrangement,
especially since the typical liquid content is below the
Fig. 36 A microstructure typical to solution-reprecipitation stage
densification, consisting of liquid films on the grain boundaries,
residual pores, and grains undergoing shape accommodation. This
structure is for a LPS steel alloy processed at 1200 C for 30 min
Fig. 37 Several changes take place in solution-reprecipitation con-
trolled densification. These results are from Fe–20%Cu sintered at
1150 C [120]. The plots show the changes in porosity, grain size,
number of grains per unit volume, pore separation, neck size, and
neck density
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30 vol.% needed to fill all voids on liquid formation.
Solution-reprecipitation is the most important means to
reach full density during LPS. Three mechanisms are
envisioned as means to densify the structure.
Contact flattening is the first mechanism and it is sket-
ched in Fig. 39a. A compressive force at the grain contacts
from the wetting liquid pulls the grains together. This
capillary stress causes preferential dissolution of solid at
the contact point with reprecipitation at regions away from
the contact. Densification results from the grain center-to-
center motion [124]. The key step is solid diffusion in the
liquid to areas away from the contact zone. For small
grains, the contact zone stresses are quite large, so contact
flattening tends to dominate LPS [11]. However, contact
flattening does not explain grain growth and the decrease in
the number of grains. When grain growth is inhibited there
is less grain shape accommodation [125, 126].
The second densification mechanism involves disso-
lution of small grains with reprecipitation on large
grains. Small grains disappear while large grains grow
and undergo shape accommodation. Diffusion in the
liquid is the controlling transport mechanism, as sketched
in Fig. 39b. This mechanism does not involve shrinkage,
so it is not an explanation for densification, except that
grain shape accommodation enables better packing of the
solid.
The third mechanism involves growth of the intergrain
contact by diffusion along the liquid wetted grain bound-
ary, as indicated in Fig. 39c [127, 128]. The contact zone
enlarges to change the grain shape with simultaneous
shrinkage of the grains. This does not involve grain
coarsening, but it does require a cooperative redistribution
process of the mass deposited where the grain boundary
intersects the liquid [129].
These three mechanisms differ in the source of the solid
and in the detailed transport path, but together they explain
grain shape accommodation, grain growth, and densifica-
tion. Grain growth occurs with densification. Indeed, grain
size and density tend to follow a common trajectory for
most LPS systems, showing more rapid grain growth as
pores are eliminated. Although neck growth is initially
active, it is not sufficient to explain all microstructure
changes. On the other hand, contact flattening and small
grain dissolution couple to fully explain the microstructure
and density progression typical to LPS.
If transport is controlled by interfacial events, then it is
reaction controlled. Reaction control is observed in mixed
phase systems, such as complex cemented carbides from
WC, VC, TiC, or TaC with a cobalt-based liquid [130–
132]. Grain growth inhibitors slow interfacial reaction
events. The most effective inhibitors reduce the number of
reaction sites, leading to the emergence of flat-faced grains
or core-rim grains, where the chemistry changes from the
outside to the inside [133–136]. In diffusion-controlled
growth, the grains remain rounded with an abundance of
atomic steps, so there is no limitation from the population
of interfacial sites available for dissolution or precipitation
[9, 131, 137].
Early in LPS, Kingery [9] gave the sintering shrinkage
DL/L0 (change in length divided by the initial length) by
diffusion-controlled solution-reprecipitation as follows:
Fig. 38 A conceptual outline of the changes associated with solution-
reprecipitation densification where both grain growth and grain shape
accommodation act to release liquid to fill residual pores
Fig. 39 The three mechanisms of grain shape accommodation and
neck growth during solution-reprecipitation controlled LPS densifi-
cation; a contact flattening, b dissolution of small grains, and c solid-
state bonding








where dL is the liquid layer thickness between the grains,
cLV is the liquid–vapor surface energy, X is the atomic
volume of the solid, DS is the diffusivity of the solid in the
liquid, C is the solid concentration in the liquid, t is time, R
is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, G is the
solid grain size which changes with sintering time (typi-
cally G3 * t), and g1 is a geometric constant estimated as
192. Several of these parameters change with temperature.
Subsequent treatments [124, 138–140] assume a liquid or
viscous film on the grain boundary [109, 141–145], but it is
missing when grains are coalescing [146]. Figure 40 plots
two examples of solution-reprecipitation data for shrinkage
versus time on a log–log basis [10, 147]. The slope fits that
anticipated for diffusion-controlled solution-reprecipitation
LPS. However, Eq. 40 is only accurate at small shrinkages.
For interface reaction control, a similar form from







with j being the reaction rate constant and g2 being a
geometric constant that is about 16. There is no effect from
the diffusion rate in the liquid since the reaction site
availability determines the shrinkage rate.
In both cases, the sintered density qS is calculated from





These equations demonstrate the effects of the main
process variables on shrinkage and density change;
densification is faster with higher temperatures, smaller
grains, and more solid solubility in the liquid. Small
particles are beneficial, as demonstrated in Fig. 41 for LPS
alumina–glass [148]. However, the above model fails to
predict a dependence on the amount of liquid, but
experiments show such an effect, as demonstrated in
Fig. 42. Complex changes occurs in the interfaces during
LPS, with grain growth decreasing the solid–liquid area,
but grain shape accommodation and pore elimination
increasing the solid–liquid area. No model accounts for
this complexity. A similar treatment by Gessinger et al.
Fig. 40 A log–log plot of sintering shrinkage versus sintering time
for Fe–20%Cu and W–20%Ni undergoing diffusion-controlled solu-
tion-reprecipitation densification [10, 147]
Fig. 41 Fractional density for LPS alumina–glass with 10 vol.%
glass sintered for various times, showing how particle size influences
densification [148]
Fig. 42 Fractional sintered density versus sintering time at 1600 C
for alumina–glass mixtures based on a 3.6 lm alumina particle size.
Here the volume fraction of liquid phase was adjusted from a high of
20 vol.% glass to no liquid phase, showing a progressive detriment in
sintering densification (from left to right the curves are 20, 10, 7.5, 5,
3, 1, and 0 vol.% glass) [148]
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[127, 128] assumed the liquid layer wets the grain
boundary with a small dihedral angle, giving essentially
the same sintering shrinkage as Kingery.
Solid-state diffusion by grain boundary diffusion in the
grain contact is another densification mechanism. The
predicted neck growth rate is the same as given by solid-
state grain boundary diffusion models. Since solid-state
diffusivities are low when compared to liquid diffusivities,
solid-state sintering is only significant in those cases where
there is no solid solubility in the liquid; for example, sys-
tems used in electrical contacts and electronic heat sinks
(Mo-Ag, Mo-Cu, W–Cu, SiC-Al, and WC-Ag).
Densification during solution-reprecipitation correlates
with grain growth, as demonstrated in Fig. 43 [125]. The
porosity and percentage of small tungsten grains are plotted
versus sintering time for a compact composed of 48%
small W, 48% large W, and 4% Ni. Densification occurs in
parallel with the elimination of the small grains. Likewise,
grain shape accommodation occurs by dissolution of the
small grains and reprecipitation on the large grains [126].
Letting C be the ratio of densification rates due to contact





where dL is the width of the liquid layer between grains,
and X is the diameter of the contact. If the liquid width is
small, on the order of a few atomic diameters, then small
grain dissolution and precipitation on the large grains is
controlling [34, 149, 150]. For systems where the liquid
film thickness is on the order of 1–3 lm, contact flattening
dominates densification. This suggests contact flattening
gives initial densification until solid bonds grow between
contacting grains.
The grain size distribution becomes self-similar during
solution-reprecipitation, so even with different initial par-
ticle size distributions the compact converges toward a
characteristic microstructure as full density is approached
[151]. Accordingly, a few key parameters control densifi-
cation kinetics [148]:
• green density determines the initial number of neigh-
boring grains for bonding,
• temperature controls solubility, wetting, and diffusivity,
• particle and grain size control the curvature, surface
area, and diffusion distance, and
• time determines the cumulative changes.
Neck growth
Neck growth by solution-reprecipitation occurs soon after
newly formed liquid wets the grain boundaries [95, 124].







where X is the neck diameter, G is the grain diameter, g3 is
a geometric constant near 160, DS is the temperature-
dependent diffusivity of the solid in the liquid, C is the
solid concentration in the liquid, cSL is the solid–liquid
surface energy, X is the atomic volume, t is the sintering
time, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute temper-
ature. The amount of liquid does not significantly change
the initial neck growth rate, as long as there is sufficient
liquid to cover the neck. Neck growth models ignore the
dihedral angle, so they are only useful for initial bonding.
While there is a high porosity, grain growth is slow so a
typical assumption is that neck growth occurs without a
change in grain size.
Eventually, the neck size reaches a stable size dictated
by the dihedral angle. For grains of size G with a bond
of size X, the equilibrium neck size depends on the
dihedral angle u as given in Eq. 16. Once formed, the
distributions in grain sizes, contact misorientation
angles, and surface energy give a distribution to the neck
sizes.
The grain size distribution leads to large–small grain
combinations. The grain boundary between the grains must
be curved to preserve the dihedral angle; the curvature
increases with the grain size ratio. Plots of two-grain neck
sizes are given in Fig. 44 for selected dihedral angles and
grain size ratios. The neck size divided by the larger grain
size decreases as the grains differ in size, while the neck
size normalized by the smaller grain size increases. A
curved grain boundary provides a driving force for grain
coalescence [86].
Fig. 43 A demonstration of how small grain consumption and
densification are coupled during diffusion-controlled solution-repre-
cipitation densification for W–4%Ni using a starting mixture of large
and small tungsten particles [125]. The left axis of this log–log plot
corresponds to the porosity change and the right axis gives the change
in small grain population
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Associated with initial neck growth is shrinkage and
densification. As a first approximation, the sintering









In a LPS material with a dihedral angle of 60 the neck
size ratio grows to a limiting value of X/G = 0.5,
corresponding to a peak shrinkage of 6.25%. But at a
dihedral angle of 23, the corresponding shrinkage is just
1%. After the stable neck size ratio is formed, as dictated
by the dihedral angle, X/G remains constant and further
neck growth depends on grain growth. Since the number
of necks per grain remains fairly constant, there is a
decrease in the number of necks per unit volume as grains
grow.
Coalescence
A wetting liquid induces particle contact due to an attrac-
tive capillary force. Amorphous particles will coalesce,
since there is no grain boundary [146]. For crystalline
solids, there is a 5–10% probability that a random grain
contact will form with a low-angle grain boundary that
favors coalescence. A sketch of grain coalescence is given
in Fig. 45 and Fig. 27 shows a microstructure involved in
coalescence. The driving force of coalescence is the grain
boundary curvature. As shown in Fig. 46, this curvature r
depends on the dihedral angle u, and grain sizes G1 and G2
(G1 is larger than G2) as






Large–small grain combinations naturally favor coales-
cence. Also, chemical gradients, where the solid grains
have differing compositions, accelerate boundary motion
and coalescence [152].
Grain coalescence contributes to densification and
coarsening [12, 153, 154]. As illustrated in Fig. 47, four
transport paths are possible: (1) grain boundary migration
by solid-state diffusion, (2) grain boundary migration by
diffusion across a thin liquid film on the boundary, (3)
solution-reprecipitation from the small grain to the adjacent
large grain, and (4) grain rotation into a coincidence con-
dition. Experimental evidence confirms grain boundary
migration with a thin liquid layer [155–157]. Grain rotation
is favored by high-liquid contents because there are fewer
bonds to retard rotation. At high-solid contents, boundary
migration is the typical mechanism [158, 159]. As the small
grains are absorbed, coalescence decreases [6, 94, 160].
Fig. 44 The neck size ratio X/G (X = neck diameter, G = grain
diameter) is fixed by the dihedral angle. This plot shows the change in
neck size to grain size ratios for the two grains as a function of the
grain size ratio, G2/G1
Fig. 45 Coalescence occurs as grains of differing size come into
contact, resulting in growth of a neck with a grain boundary, and then
migration of the grain boundary through the smaller grain to form a
single large grain
Fig. 46 The radius of curvature r of the grain boundary between
contacting grains depends on the dihedral angle u and the grain size
ratio (G1/G2). A large ratio induces a high curvature that aids rapid
grain coalescence during LPS
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Another form of coalescence involves pores. Just as
grains merge and grow, gas-filled pores also grow in size.
Buoyancy-driven pore migration leads to stratification of
larger pores near the top of the component. At the same
time, Ostwald ripening of the pores leads to a decrease in
the number of pores with a simultaneous increase in the
average pore size. Unlike solid coarsening, where volume
is conserved, gas-filled pores change volume as they grow
since the internal pressure depends on the inverse of the
pore size. Thus, as the pores grow the gas pressure
decreases and the pore volume increases both due to coa-
lescence and due to the declining pressure, resulting in
long-term swelling as illustrated in Fig. 48 [68]. Gas dif-
fusion in the liquid is one means for pore growth [73]. On
the other hand, pore buoyancy results in a few large pores
near the component top. These are sometimes evident as
surface blisters. The best demonstration of pore coarsening
is in microgravity experiments, where the absence of
buoyancy led to pore coalescence into massive pores.
Figure 49 is an example of such a pore in a W–9.6Ni–
2.4Cu sample subjected to LPS in microgravity, showing
the coalescence of two large pores.
Grain growth
Models for solution-reprecipitation controlled grain growth
struggle with several difficulties in LPS, as outlined in
Table 1. Early models assumed spherical, isolated grains,
but LPS always gives grain contacts and often nonspherical
grains. The Ostwald ripening treatments assumed an
average dissolved solid content in the liquid. If this were
true, then the growth or shrinkage rate for any given grain
would simply be a function of its relative size as compared
to the mean size. Smaller grains dissolve and larger grains
grow. However, the local environment is important, as
evidenced by the grain size versus time data in Fig. 50
[161]. Here a few of the size trajectories cross, meaning
Fig. 47 Coalescence occurs between contacting grains by several
possible mechanisms; a solid-state grain boundary motion of curved
grain boundaries, b liquid film migration with diffusion across the
film from the small to large grain, c solution-reprecipitation from the
small grain to the large grain through the surrounding liquid, and d
small grain rotation to a lattice coincidence orientation where there is
no grain boundary
Fig. 48 An example of swelling during solution-reprecipitation for
MgO–CaMgSiO4 at 1600 C in nitrogen [68]. The porosity is
increasing since pore coarsening occurs by gas diffusion through
the liquid, decreasing the number of pores, increasing the size of the
pores, and since pore pressure decreases as the pores enlarge the net
effect is swelling instead of the desired densification
Fig. 49 The cross section microstructure in a W–9.6Ni–2.4Cu alloy
after LPS in microgravity for 180 min with evidence of pore
coalescence into massive pores. The sample is about 10 mm across
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some of the larger grains shrink and some of the smaller
grains grow. This complication, coupled with coalescence
and absence of solution-reprecipitation over the interfaces
coved by pores and solid contacts, makes prediction of
grain growth behavior during solution-reprecipitation
challenging.
From a practical standpoint, grain growth during LPS
follows a simple power law,
Gn  Gn0 ¼ Kt ð47Þ
where G0 is the initial grain size after the liquid formation
transients, G is the grain size during LPS, and t is the
sintering time [12]. Values of n near 3 indicate the mean
grain volume increases linearly with time and the number
of grains decreases with inverse time. However, for
instances where the grains are flat faced, solution-repre-
cipitation is limited by a low population of interfacial sites
and n is near 2. The grain growth rate constant K is related
to the transport mechanism [12, 15]. Experimental data for
diffusion-controlled grain growth generally show the cubic
growth law, as illustrated in Fig. 51.
The grain growth rate constant is sensitive to tempera-
ture, since solubility, diffusivity, surface energy, solid–
liquid ratio, and other parameters change with temperature.
These changes are lumped into a single Arrhenius tem-
perature dependence leading to an apparent activation
energy. Various efforts have added the solid volume frac-
tion to the rate constant. Ardell [162] added a diffusion
geometry assumption that predicted a broad grain size
distribution, but showed a greater sensitivity to volume
fraction than seen experimentally. Davies et al. [163]
included coalescence events, resulting in a broad grain size
distribution. Other treatments have assumed separated
spheres and ignored coalescence, leading to an abundance
of models not relevant to LPS. However, DeHoff [164]
developed a model that included interactions between
neighboring grains while Takajo et al. [165] assumed all
coarsening was by coalescence, resulting in a broad grain
size distribution. German and Olevsky [91, 166] showed
how contiguity alters the relative solid-state and liquid-
phase contributions to coarsening and their model was later
extended to include pores in LPS [167].
Simply stated, rounded grains grow with a rate that
depends on diffusion in the liquid phase. The mean grain
volume increases linearly with time. This is true for dif-
fusion-controlled growth or coalescence, so little insight is
gained by extracting n values from grain growth data.
Indeed, often it is possible to fit experimental data with a
range of n values with equal significance [168]. However,
grain growth models vary significantly in their predictions
of the effect of volume fraction on the grain growth rate
constant. Thus, trials with changes in the solid volume
fraction are useful for assessing the grain growth mecha-
nism. In doing this, LPS data support a grain growth rate
constant dependence on the liquid volume fraction raised to
the -2/3 power [15, 91, 166]. Often the grain growth rate
constant is normalized to the Ostwald ripening model






where DS is the solid diffusivity in the liquid, C is the
solubility of the solid in the liquid, X is the solid molar
volume, cSL is the solid–liquid surface energy, R is the gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
For a material free of pores, the LPS grain growth rate
constant is given as follows [15, 166]:
Fig. 50 Grain size traces versus LPS time for lead–tin coarsening,
where some of the trajectories cross to show grain growth depends on
the local grain environment [161]
Fig. 51 Grain size cubed versus LPS time for a W–15.4Ni–6.6Fe
alloy LPS at 1507 C
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KLPS ¼ Kð1  VSÞ2=3 ð49Þ
where VS is the solid volume fraction. This is valid for the
range of solid volume fractions encountered in LPS. In the
range from 5 to 15 vol.% liquid, the rate constant varies by
a factor of 2.1. Consequently, a measurable grain size
difference is seen from the top to bottom of LPS compacts
because solid grain compression changes VS with position
[51].
Flat-faced grains exhibit lower rates of grain growth.
Indeed, the rate of grain growth shifts as the grain shape
changes. Grain growth is rapid up to the point where the
grains become faceted. Further shifts in grain growth are
possible by adding species that segregate to the solid–
liquid interface to lower the active site population. This is
evident when VC is added to the WC–Co system prior to
LPS [169]. Likewise, systems consisting of two different
solid phases show inhibited grain growth, as demonstrated
in Fig. 52 for the MgO–CaO–Fe2O3 system [170].
Pore filling
Pore filling by liquid preferentially starts at a localized
region in the compact and spreads during LPS [171]. Small
pores fill first, since they have the highest capillary
attraction for the wetting liquid. High-green density regions
correspond to smaller pores, so pore filling naturally favors
the high green density regions [172]. The slower process of
liquid flow into large pores is illustrated in Fig. 53. When a
large pore is surrounded by smaller grains, pore filling is
delayed because the capillary forces retain the liquid in
small channels. During prolonged sintering, grains growth
reduces the capillary gradients and eventually reaches a
favorable condition for liquid to flow into the pore [173–
175]. This condition is described by the liquid meniscus
radius at the pore-liquid-grain contact, rm is given as:
rm ¼ G
2




where G is the grain diameter and a is the angle from the
grain center to the solid–liquid–vapor contact point. Pore
filling occurs when the pore size and meniscus radius are
about the same and is favored by a low-contact angle [176].
Figure 18 is a micrograph of a refilled pore, showing a
liquid lake surrounded by grains. Grain growth usually
follows a cube-root dependence on time, so the filling of
large pores can be delayed for some time. However, trap-
ped gas in the pores will retard densification.
Sintering atmosphere
The atmosphere or vacuum level used during LPS provides
an opportunity to alter the material chemistry and sintering.
Usually, oxide-based ceramics are sintered in air, nitride-
based ceramics in nitrogen, and carbide-based ceramics,
cemented carbides and tool steels in a carbon-controlled
atmosphere. Highly reactive metals are sintered in vacuum.
Ferrous systems are sintered in hydrogen or hydrogen–
nitrogen atmospheres. In several cases, small changes in
the atmosphere composition, such as partial pressure of
oxygen or water, produce a measurable change in sintered
properties. A completely inert atmosphere, such as argon,
Fig. 52 Inhibited grain growth during LPS for a mixture of MgO and
CaO grain with 10% Fe2O3, showing how the mixture of solids
reduces the sintered grain size [170]
Fig. 53 Large pore filling in LPS depends on grain growth. A pore
larger than the grain size is initially stable, but subsequently grain
growth reaches a critical condition where liquid flows into the pore,
leading to liquid-filled lakes in the final microstructure. The critical
condition depends on the pore size dP, grain size G, liquid meniscus
radius rm for the liquid, and angle a between the meniscus contact and
the line connecting grain centers. Grain growth during solution-
reprecipitation eventually triggers large pore filling
28 J Mater Sci (2009) 44:1–39
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inhibits full densification since the trapped argon stabilizes
closed pores.
The initial atmosphere tasks are to provide heat transfer
and sweep away polymer decomposition products from
binders and lubricants. Differential thermal analysis, ther-
mogravimetric analysis, differential scanning calorimetry,
and in-line mass spectroscopy help identify the atmosphere
reactions. For example, these tools are used to identify
polymers that do not burnout properly and become sources
of residual carbon.
Delayed reactions between impurities and the sintering
atmosphere are problems in LPS. During solution-repre-
cipitation, solid is dissolved into the liquid with the release
of dissolved impurities. Effectively each grain undergoes
zone refining. Reactions between the impurities and sin-
tering atmosphere might generate insoluble reaction
products, leading to stable pores. Examples are the reaction
of carbon and oxygen to form CO or CO2 in alumina [177]
or the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to form water
vapor in tungsten heavy alloys [73], cemented carbides
[178], and alloy steels [179]. The internal pressure in the
pore increases with temperature, leading to compact
swelling. Additives are known that can inhibit some of
these reactions [180]; for example, strong oxide formers
such as aluminum are effective in copper alloys.
Heating and cooling rates
Chemical reactions, diffusional homogenization, and solid-
state sintering occur during the heating cycle. Slow heating
is more costly, but leads to more impurity removal, but a
coarser microstructure. In transient LPS there is a strong
sensitivity to heating rates [181, 182]. Slow heating favors
pore formation for reactive and transient liquid systems. In
other forms of LPS, there is little importance to the heating
rate since most densification and microstructure develop-
ment occur after liquid phase formation.
Densification is not sensitive to cooling rate. However,
the liquid contracts on cooling in the same manner as
castings contract; thus, shrinkage pores form in the liquid
with rapid cooling. Also, solid precipitates out of solution
during cooling. The precipitate size is sensitive to the
cooling rate, so properties are sensitive to cooling rate.
Impurity segregation occurs during cooling and this can be
detrimental to properties. Optimized cooling rates offer a
possibility of controlling the extent of hardening while
suppressing impurity segregation [183, 184].
Solid phase sintering
The final stage of LPS corresponds to a microstructure of
connected solid grains with liquid occupying the space
between the grains. This system is rigid. Grain growth
continues while the solid skeleton sinters to full density,
or to where gas trapped in the pores halts densification.
For low-solubility systems, such as W–Cu, densification
is paced by the solid phase sintering rate, while for
systems with solid solubility in the liquid the solution-
reprecipitation events control final densification.
In the final stage, the microstructure continues a slow
approach to a minimum energy solid–liquid configura-
tion. Minimum energy grain shapes emerge. The pores
are treated as isolated spheres, and in the final stage the
total porosity is \8%, giving an interlaced microstructure
of solid grains and liquid, but isolated near-spherical












where q is the fractional density, t is the time, DS is the
diffusion rate of the solid in the liquid, C is the solubility of
the solid in the liquid, X is the atomic volume of the solid,
R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, G is the
grain size, dP is the pore size, cLV is the liquid–vapor
surface energy, PG is the gas pressure in the pore, and b is a
pore density factor given as follows:
Fig. 54 Liquid phase sintering of a TiC–Co cermet, showing the
swelling due to residual gas trapped in the pores during LPS




6 þ pNVG2dP ð52Þ
where NV is the number of pores per unit volume. Because
trapped gas in the pores inhibits full densification, it is
important that final stage LPS be conducted in a vacuum or
an atmosphere that diffuse out of the pores. If sintering
occurs in an atmosphere that is insoluble in the liquid, then
the final product has spherical pores. As illustrated in
Fig. 54, an insoluble gas in the pores results in swelling
during the final stage of LPS. Besides an increase in porosity
and pore size, there is a concurrent loss of properties.
Computer simulation
For most of its history, LPS science has been empirically
based, due both to the emphasis on applications and the
relative complexity of the field. Further, the large variety of
materials processed by LPS requires broad generalizations.
However, now it is possible to predict the properties of
liquid phase sintered components in silico. This has been
facilitated by the astounding growth of computing power in
conjunction with refinements to the simulation algorithms.
Computer simulations critically test our understanding of
the complexity associated with LPS, and in doing so pro-
vide new insights. We can now anticipate the point where
computer simulations will guide future practice and the
discovery of new LPS materials.
As a manufacturing process, LPS bridges between topics
from solid-state physics, chemistry, solid mechanics, rhe-
ology, and engineering. Many of the LPS computer
simulations borrow knowledge from these fields, as well as
metal forming and polymer processing. This section is
organized around the simulation length scale, ranging from
simulations at the grain scale up to the component scale.
Monte-Carlo method
Most LPS components are polycrystalline. A major goal of
current research is to develop simulation methods that can
reliably reproduce the time dependent microstructure
evolution. The Monte-Carlo (MC) method is applied to
microstructure evolution simulations, even though the MC
simulation is broadly applicable. The technique is fre-
quently applied to grain growth problems. Unfortunately,
many LPS simulations are 2D and inherently flawed when
compared to 3D microstructures. The MC simulation
approach for LPS microstructure evolution is based on the
following developments:
• Matsubara and Brook [185–188] simulated microstruc-
ture developments with multiple mechanisms of mass
transfer in a MC simulation of sintering densification
and grain growth for micrometer-sized grains. The MC
simulations were performed using an array of 2D
triangular lattices to handle the multiple phase systems.
• Ryoo et al. [189] used a pseudo-MC simulation based
on atomic adsorption and coalescence to model the
process of triangular prism formation and abnormal
grain growth of WC-25Co during LPS.
• Liu et al. [190–192] used the MC method based on a
3D multiple grain arrangement model to simulate the
3D coordination number, contiguity, and grain growth
in the LPS of W–Ni–Fe alloys. Liu [193] used the same
MC method to simulate the effect of the wetting angle
on a dihedral angle distribution and on the degree of the
grain boundary penetration by the liquid phase during
LPS.
• Aldazabal et al. [194] and Luque et al. [195] used MC
methods to simulate precipitation during LPS. The
introduction of appropriate phase diagrams and diffu-
sion algorithms are essential to the final results since
the diffusion rate has a large influence on the final
microstructures. The main variables are the concen-
tration of solute in the matrix, the diffusion of this
solute, and interfacial energy. The algorithm works on
microstructures discretized using homogeneous cubic
elements called voxels. The microstructure scale
was refined to show thin layers of matrix between
solid grains. Figure 55 shows the simulation results
of a microstructure evolution during isothermal
LPS [195].
Potts Monte-Carlo method
The Ising model [196] and its generalization to multiple
orientation which is the Potts model [197] provide a means
to describe microstructure evolution at the mesoscale. The
Potts Monte-Carlo (PMC) model is a discrete, statistical
mechanical model with more than two states. It is used to
study many phenomena in material science and is useful
for diffusion models involving LPS. This technique is
adaptable to a two-phase system; LPS means solid grains in
a liquid matrix, including the grain boundaries and inter-
faces. It can simulate dissolution of the solid into the liquid
and diffusion of the solid through the liquid. Most impor-
tantly, it is capable of dealing with the geometric
complexity that reflects the reality of LPS microstructure
evolution. Following as some publications relying on the
PMC approach for LPS.
• Tikare et al. [198, 199] modified the PMC model for
solution-reprecipitation by allowing neighboring sites
to exchange places by the classical Metropolis algo-
rithm for isotropic grain growth by Ostwald ripening
during LPS. The representation of the two phases, solid
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grains in a liquid matrix, was achieved by populating
the lattice with a two-component, canonical ensemble.
• Zhang et al. [200] used a modified PMC computer
simulation for grain growth during intermediate and
final stages of LPS as applied to grain growth of a
BaTiO3-based ceramic. The presence of a liquid phase
blocked grain boundary motion and restricted grain
growth, a factor that seems at odds with practice.
• Itahara et al. [201] developed a PMC model on a 2D
triangular lattice to design grain-oriented microstruc-
tures of ceramics processed by plate-like templated
anisotropic grain growth for functional materials due to
anisotropy in interfacial energies during LPS.
• Lee et al. [202] used the MC route with a three-
dimensional Pott model with voxel element reflecting
LPS in a system. They allowed full solid wetting to
investigate the coarsening kinetics and microstructures
and to obtain the properties of solid grains, including
the volume of critical nuclei and the distribution of
grain sizes as a function of time, as shown in Fig. 56.
The PMC method does not rely on explicit input of
thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics. The powder is
represented on a square or triangular lattice as an
agglomerate of grains with different interface energies, and
statistical sampling is performed to find configurations of
increasingly lower energy. Methods have been developed
for treating sintering mechanism and grain growth during
LPS. The limitation of this method is in deciding on the
range and relative size of the interface energies. This may
be overcome by using a multiscale modeling approach.
Discrete element method
Discrete element method (DEM) is a meshless numerical
method suitable for treating a mesoscale problem without
restrictive assumptions on grain kinematics. The tech-
nique does not include coarsening. In DEM, the micro-
thermo-mechanical equilibrium of each grain is treated
using a distinct element (particle) by calculating the
interactions between contacting grains. Access to
Fig. 55 Monte-Carlo
simulation of microstructure
evolution during LPS, where
MCS indicates time as
measured by Monte-Carlo
steps [187]
Fig. 56 Temporal evolution of a simulated 3D microstructure with
an initial solid fraction of 0.7. The snapshots were obtained at a 6000,
b 12000, c 24000, d 120000 and e and f 200,000 Monte-Carlo steps
(MCS). To improve visualization, the liquid is not shown. In addition,
to illustrate the coarsening process more effectively only a portion of
the grains are shown from a to e. Coarsening occurs with the larger
grains growing at the expense of smaller grains (marked with arrows)
[194]
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computing power allows practical situations to be tackled
using very large particle arrays. DEM studies on LPS are
listed below.
• Chaix et al. [203–206] used DEM to treat the rear-
rangement stage in LPS by introducing capillary forces
between grains, grain inertia, viscous drag of liquid,
and elastic collision.
• Nikolic´ [207–212] used a 2D DEM to simulate grain
growth by grain boundary migration based on solution-
precipitation with gravity induced settling during LPS.
• Petersson et al. [213] used a 2D DEM model to
simulate the rearrangement of spherical grains of
different sizes in a viscous media during LPS, reflective
of WC–Co, as shown in Fig. 57.
• Wonisch et al. [214] used DEM to investigate aniso-
tropic grain arrangement and show how this leads to an
isotropic strain rate in macroscale during the LPS
process.
DEM has a great potential in LPS because it allows direct
description of the grains and particles and it provides a bridge
between microscale simulation and macroscale simulation,
which is significant to eventual multiscale simulations.
Finite difference method
Finite difference method (FDM) is a numerical computa-
tional method for solving a system of differential equations
through approximation of differentiation at each mesh
point, called point-wise approximation. The primary limi-
tation of this method is in dealing with the complicated
geometry, which makes this method of limited use to
industry. However, this method is very efficient when the
computational geometry is simple. A few papers using
FDM to study LPS are described below.
• Raj et al. [215] used the standard FDM to simulate the
anisotropic shrinkage based on the extended Svoboda
and Riedel’s model [140] during LPS of the alumina
with TiO2 and Na2O as liquid agent.
• Fan et al. [216] developed the ‘‘grid-tracking’’ numer-
ical technique based the FDM with an explicit two-step
of predictor–corrector to simulate liquid phase migra-
tion (LPM) due to an interfacial-energy-driven flow
during the LPS of functionally graded WC–Co.
Finite element method
The finite element method (FEM) is an approach for
solving a system of differential equations through
approximation functions in each element, called domain-
wise approximations. This method is powerful for complex
geometries. This is one of the earliest techniques applied to
materials modeling, and it is used throughout industry.
Many commercial software packages exist for calculating
3D thermo-mechanical processes, so they can be adapted to
LPS problems. The FEM approach is widely used to pre-
dict the final size and shape of LPS components, with
developments in the field in this chronological order.
• McHugh and Riedel [217, 218] used FEM to simulate
the LPS of tungsten carbide and silicon nitride mate-
rials. The focus was on shape distortions based on grain
rearrangement, contact flattening by the solution-
Fig. 57 A two-dimensional DEM simulation of grain rearrangement
during the early portion of LPS: a starting structure with a relative
density around 0.65 and b simulation of rearranged structure due to
viscosity [205]
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precipitation, grain coarsening, and bulk viscosity.
They developed density dependent functions to enable
the predictions, but several approximations were
required to implement the approach.
• Ganesan et al. [219] used FEM for an assumed viscous
flow of a semisolid LPS structure driven by curvature
and gravity. They relied on Stokes equations with
consideration of solid volume fraction to estimate the
effective viscosity of the solid–liquid mixture. From
this, they simulated component distortion during LPS
for tungsten alloys in microgravity and ground-based
sintering conditions.
• Olevsky et al. [220] also used FEM with a continuum
theory of sintering to predict shape distortion caused by
gravity in LPS of a W–Ni–Fe powder system.
• Kraft [221] used an optimization algorithm for com-
paction and LPS to predict and minimize the distortion
as a result of inhomogeneous density distributions in
the green body.
• Binet et al. [222] used the a fluid flow model to
simulate transient distortion under gravity as calculated
under changes in surface tension, density, and viscosity
for LPS of W–Ni–Fe.
• Maximenko et al. [223] used FEM to predict liquid
flow with coupled deformation of the refractory skel-
eton during LPS of cemented carbides.
• Blaine et al. [224] used FEM to predict distortion with
experimentally determined constitutive parameters for
LPS of a stainless steel doped with boron.
• Villanueva et al. [225] used the parallel adaptive FEM
of Cahn–Hilliard/Navier–Stokes system to numerically
investigate wetting phenomena in capillary-driven flow
during LPS. The model captured qualitatively the
important phenomenon in LPS, such as wetting and
microstructure behavior, including deformation, coa-
lescence, pore migration, and pore elimination.
• Park et al. [226] developed FEM simulations to predict
densification and distortion with constitutive laws of
grain growth, shrinkage, and deformation during LPS
of W–Ni–Fe. A few examples of the simulation results
are shown in Fig. 58.
FEM proves most useful. The approach relies on a
database of measured material properties for input. Simu-
lation of the final component size and shape, properties,
and defects are fast using personal computer resources. The
reduction of the time and cost needed to obtain material
properties to feed the FEM simulations is an area of current
research, since experimental testing for each system is
quite expensive. The hope is that such synthesis of material
properties might be possible based on material informatics
using existing databases or new techniques such as data
mining and computer thinking algorithms.
Boundary element method
The boundary element method (BEM) is a means to solve a
system of differential equations that have been formulated
as integral equations. It is efficient when the integral
equations have an exact solution in the selected computa-
tional domain, so an approximation is needed only on the
boundaries. Consequently, in implementing BEM, only the
boundary of the solution domain has to be discretized into
elements. On the other hand, this method is very inefficient
in certain regards so it has found limited use in LPS. One
paper using the approach is listed below.
• Voorhees et al. [227] used the 2D BEM for intergrain
diffusional interactions to adjust interfacial concentra-
tions during simulation of the morphology evolution of
grains during diffusion-controlled Ostwald coarsening.
Multiscale method
Multiscale modeling is now applied to solid-state sintering.
The extension to LPS is still pending. Two cases have been
reported; one goes from DEM for mesoscale to macroscale
continuum mechanics [228] and the other goes from MC
simulation for microscale to FEM for macroscale [229].
Successful development of these methods will undoubtedly
require large research investments. However, much benefit
might be possible if more efficient processes can be
developed, with better optimization and time reduction
routines applicable to LPS.
Summary
Liquid phase sintering emerged from an empirical origin
that started in the 1930s. Since the 1950s, there has been
progress in the quantitative treatment of LPS to the point of
effective computer simulations that predict microstructure,
component size, and component shape. The scientific
principles have advanced to include many processing fac-
tors and provide a platform for the identification of new
systems.
As illustrated in Fig. 59, there are two initial trajectories
possible when mixed particles are heated above the solidus
temperature. Swelling occurs when the liquid is soluble in
the solid, and it is most useful in forming porous structures,
such as self-lubricating bronze bearings. The more typical
situation is where the solid is soluble in the liquid. This is
associated with densification as used in many systems.
Thus, a phase diagram for a densification system is illus-
trated in Fig. 60. A large reduction in the melt formation
temperature improves transport rates, thereby lowering the
sintering temperature. In such as system, substantial
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densification occurs during heating to the sintering tem-
perature, since mixed powders have a strong chemical
driving force for diffusion. Accordingly, as illustrated in
Fig. 61, a cascade of densification events occurs, where
rearrangement, solution-reprecipitation, and solid phase
sintering occur as overlapping events. Although this figure
has a nominal time axis characteristic of many systems,
still the time sequence varies considerably with factors
such as particle size, heating rate, green density, and
materials properties. Densification in LPS is a primary
focus in the research community. It depends on many
factors, but is dominated by solubility, particle size, and
liquid content. For example, Fig. 41 shows how a smaller
particle size shifts densification to a shorter sintering time.
Small particles enable full densification at low tempera-
tures or in short times. Further, Fig. 42 relies on data from
the same system to demonstrate how a higher liquid con-
tent improves the densification rate.
The schematic density map in Fig. 62 suggests how a
variety of factors impact LPS densification. Although the
regions are illustrated with hard demarcations, in reality
there is an overlap between events. With no liquid, only
solid phase sintering occurs, which is slow and depends on
small particles. On the other hand, with a large quantity of
wetting liquid, densification is complete once the melt
flows to fill the gaps between the solid grains. However,
such systems are often weak at the sintering temperature
and fail to retain shape. Thus, a typical LPS composition,
with 5–15 vol.% liquid, requires a combination of events to
reach full density. For a high solid-to-liquid ratio, several
factors impact densification, with a dominance by particle
size, melting temperature, and solubility.
Densification by solution-reprecipitation occurs with
concomitant microstructure coarsening, wherein pores are
annihilated as the grain size and grain separation increase,
and the solid–liquid surface area decreases. Solid diffuses
Fig. 58 Examples of FEM
simulations of 3D components.
The version given in a is based
on the European Powder
Metallurgy Association inverted
T distortion test geometry (with
actual shape after LPS for
comparison) and b is based on a
test geometry where the
simulation predicts spreading of
the free standing fingers. The
simulations correspond to
W–8.4Ni–3.6Fe LPS processed
for 2 h at 1500 C [218]
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through the liquid and deposits on convex surfaces,
allowing a grain shape change to give a better packing
arrangement, releasing liquid to fill remaining pores.
Accordingly, density increases, grain size increases, and
grain bonding and grain shaping occur simultaneously.
Much effort has gone into modeling grain growth during
LPS. Ostwald ripening notions prove inadequate to explain
the experimental observations on LPS systems. Models that
Fig. 59 Summary sketch of the divergence in initial structure when
the melt forms in LPS, where swelling is associated with melt
solvation into the solid and densification is associated with solid
solvation into the liquid
Fig. 60 Example phase diagram for LPS where the ideal combina-
tion of composition and temperature gives solid solubility in the
liquid (eutectic liquid in this case) with a low solubility of the liquid
in the solid. The melting temperature decrease gives a processing
temperature benefit
Fig. 61 A schematic of the overlapping events in LPS; densification
is very rapid at short times where chemical diffusion is initially rapid,
and as liquid forms and solution-reprecipitation occurs the densifi-
cation slows. Final sintering of the solid skeleton can be a slow
process. As the particle size, liquid content, and other factors are
adjusted the shape and placement of this curve will change
Fig. 62 A schematic map illustrating density versus the liquid
volume behavior. With a low liquid content the bulk of densification
will be by slow solid phase sintering, while with a high-liquid content
it is possible to reach full density during heating to the liquid
formation temperature. Most LPS compositions require several
cooperating mechanisms, with solution-reprecipitation being most
important
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combined diffusion-controlled coarsening with coalescence
prove capable of explaining the grain size distribution,
coarsening kinetics, and sensitivity to liquid content. As the
solid contiguity increases, there is more interfacial area
over which coalescence occurs and less interfacial area
over which solution-reprecipitation occurs. Thus, the grain
growth rate constant depends on the liquid quantity, as
plotted in Fig. 63. This figure plots the experimental grain
growth rate constant as a function of the inverse liquid
fraction to the two-thirds power [15, 91, 166].
There is much about LPS that is in need of research
attention. From an industrial view, the most pressing needs
relate to dimensional control. Because of tight industrial
tolerances, many LPS materials are machined or ground
after sintering. These post-sintering dimensional adjust-
ments are costly. How can LPS be used to give the final
size and shape? What factors, beside green density gradi-
ents, contribute to distortion during LPS? How might
nonuniform sintering shrinkage be minimized? Can chan-
ges in the starting microstructure (for example, via particle
size, mixing technology, or compaction conditions) be used
to minimize distortion? Efforts focused on these areas
show LPS systems often distort shortly after the liquid
forms and continue to distort with a viscous flow or creep
behavior. Is it possible to separate densification events
from distortion to improve sintered tolerances? Possibly
there are gains from idealized cycles, such as by slow
heating.
Modeling efforts in LPS have included most of the key
concepts. The initial chemical gradients associated with
coated or mixed powder are important to the initial sin-
tering trajectory, as is the green body density homogeneity.
Recent efforts have made good progress using integral
work concepts to explain LPS densification, distortion, and
coarsening [139, 224, 230]. Next will be integration of
these ideas to include particle size and solubility effects so
the models can be generated with minimum experimenta-
tion. In turn, constitutive equations derived from simple
relations will enable accurate computer simulations of the
size, shape, density, microstructure, properties, and
performance.
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